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Abstract— In Crypto’05, Juels and Weis proposed an efficient and provably secure authentication
protocol for RFID devices, namely HB+. The protocol is adapted from a human authentication protocol
called HB which was proposed earlier by Hopper and Blum. Although HB+ is more secure than HB
in order to be secure in a RFID environment, HB+ still suffers from an inherent weakness of HB.
That is HB+ is not shown to be provably secure against a stronger yet practical type of attack, e.g.,
man-in-the-middle attack. This problem was quickly demonstrated by Gilbert et al. They presented
a man-in-the-middle-attack with linear complexity which can discover a secret information shared by
a RFID tag and a RFID reader. Till then, an efficient variant of HB+ which is secure against active
adversaries remains an open question. In this paper, our goal is to solve this open question. We
propose an augmented version of HB+ and show that the new protocol is secure against man-in-the-
middle attacks. Comparing to HB+, our improved protocol requires only one more secret and minimal
additional computation at tag and reader’s side. Therefore, HB∗ is still usable for RFID devices.
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1 Introduction

Research on lightweight cryptographic protocol has
attracted significant attention in the cryptologic com-
munity. A lightweight cryptographic protocol can be
informally defined as an extremely efficient one yet ob-
tain a reasonable level of security comparing to the
conventional protocols. The main motivation behind
this trend is the blossom of various kinds of pervasive
devices as we enter the so-called ubiquitous computing
era. Pervasive devices like mobile phones, personal as-
sistance devices (PDA), sensors, smart cards and RFID
tags, etc. share a common characteristic that its com-
putational ability is very limited, sometimes even ex-
tremely basic as in the case of passive RFID tags. As
a result, it is inappropriate to use most of conventional
security protocols, which have been designed for fully
functional computers, in these devices.

RFID security is one of the hottest subjects in the
cryptologic community in recent years. RFID system is
a promising technology to replace with Barcode-based
recognition system and provides much more powerful
applications. By tagging each and every object with a
unique identification which can be read by RFID read-
ers using radio communication, people can virtually
identify and keep track of everything. And this po-
tential results in limitless applications, most notably
automated supply chain management, smart home ap-
pliances, library management, etc. However, besides
its prospective usefulness, RFID technology also brings
a long security threat to personal and business sec-
tors. The security concern is two-fold: Fake RFID
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tags results in impersonation and counterfeiting prod-
ucts; The availability of unique identification results
in the disclosure of personal belongings, preferences
and movements. Many protocols for RFID devices
have been proposed to address the above security is-
sues [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21]. Among these protocols,
HB+ protocol by Juels and Weis is considered to be
the most interesting one because their protocol is very
efficient to implement on extremely low-cost hardware
and bases its security on a well-studied hard problem
called Learning Parity in the Presence of Noise (LPN
for short). The LPN problem is relatively new to the
cryptologic applications but better known in the ma-
chine learning area and has been shown to be NP-hard.
The origin of HB+ can be traced back to the work of
Hopper and Blum’s Asiacrypt’01 paper [14]. Hoppper
and Blum presented two provably secure human au-
thentication protocols [14], one of which depends on
the hardness of the LPN problem (and usually referred
to as HB protocol). Because HB protocol can be carried
out by a human, it is conceivable that HB is also suit-
able for computationally limited devices. Note that, in
case of human authentication, a person authenticates
to a machine and we can assume that the machine is
trusted. However, it is different in RFID environment
because RFID tags and readers communicate in an au-
tomated manner so neither tags nor readers need to be
trustful. As a consequence, Juels and Weis designed
HB+ from HB in a way that a malicious reader has
little chance of violating security of the protocol, e.g.,
extracting secret information stored in a tag. HB+ pro-
tocol is shown to be as secure as HB, this in turn means
that breaking HB+ is as hard as solving LPN problem.
Unfortunately, HB+ is only provably secure against

active adversaries (also known as secure in detection
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model). Resistant against more advanced attacks like
man-in-the-middle attack was not achieved in [21]. This
drawback was quickly shown by Gilbert et al (GRS at-
tack for short) in [22]. By presenting a man-in-the-
middle attack with linear complexity, they proved that
tag’s secret can be recovered with high probability. Un-
til now, there is no published work to defend HB+

against this attack.
Our contribution. In this paper, we present an

augmented version of HB+ protocol to thwart the man-
in-the-middle attack like GRS attack. Our proposed
protocol introduces reasonable computational and com-
munication overhead comparing to HB+ protocol. Fur-
thermore, we prove the security of our protocol the
stronger security model called prevention model.

Organization of this paper. In Section II, we
briefly review the previous work. In Section III, we de-
scribe our proposed protocol followed by security anal-
ysis in Section IV. Finally, we conclude with the final
remarks and future work in Section V.

2 The Previous Works

2.1 HB Human Authentication Protocol

The HB protocol involves the computation of bi-
nary inner product of two k-bit numbers. The op-
eration is defined as follows: given two k-bit number
a = (a0a1...ak−1)2 and x = (x0x1...xk−1)2, the binary
inner product of a and x, denoted as a·x is computed as
follows: a·x = (a0∧x0)⊕(a1∧x1)⊕· · ·⊕(ak−1∧xk−1).

This binary inner product operation can be carried
out relatively easy by a human as well as by low-cost
devices (like RFID tag). It is easy to show that binary
inner product operation follows distributive law: (a1 ⊕
a2) · b = (a1 · b)⊕ (a2 · b).

Goldreich and Levin proved an interesting unpre-
dictability result of the binary inner-product operation
in [3]. Let g(a, x) = (f(a), x) where f is a one-way
function, then it holds that b(a, x) = a · x is a hard-
core predicate of g. In other words, given g(a, x), it
is hard to predict the output of b(a, x) with probabil-
ity significantly greater than 1

2 . This result serves as
a basis for a construction of a secure pseudo-random
generator (see Proposition 3.12 of [28]). An alterna-
tive interpretation of the above result was also given
in [28]. It states that, given only a, b(a, x) appears as
a random bit, otherwise, one can efficiently compute
x. Those positive results about binary inner-product
did not generate any further cryptographic applications
until the work of Hopper and Blum appeared in 2001
[14].

In the HB protocol, the human (denoted as H, also
called the prover) and a machine (denoted as C, also
called the verifier) share a secret x of k-bit long. The
protocol consists of several executions of a basic challenge-
response protocol which is described in Fig. 1.

The basic protocol starts with C sending a k-bit ran-
dom challenge a to H. H computes a 1-bit response z
as the binary inner product between a and x. Before
sending z to C, H decides whether to flip the value of z
depending on the probability η ∈ (0, 1

2 ). The probabil-

Human(x, η) Machine(x, η)
v ← Berη

a←−−− a ∈R {0, 1}k

z = (a · x)⊕ v z−−−→
Check if z = a · x

Figure 1: Basic protocol of HB protocol

ity η is fixed and z is flipped independently for every
protocol round. We can say that, the noise bit v is
drawn from Berη which is a Bernoulli distribution with
an expected value η. Sending a noisy response z will
prevent an eavesdropper who captures k instances of
the basic protocol, i.e., k different pairs (a, z), from
recovering the secret x through Gaussian elimination
(k bits of x are k unknowns and each pair of (a, z)
constitutes an equation with k unknowns). C verifies
H by counting the number of correct responses in r
rounds of the basic protocol. Due to the effect of η, the
genuine human should send roughly ηr false responses.
Therefore, C accepts H only if it receives less than ηr
(threshold value) false responses. Hopper and Blum
showed that any naive adversary attempting to play
random guess of the response z has success probability
at most e−c0r where c0 is a constant depending on η
and greater than 2

3 . Unfortunately, HB protocol is not
secure against active adversaries since an attacker can
retransmit the same challenge a for one protocol ses-
sion then he can learn a noise-free value of a · x, i.e.,
one valid equation with k unknowns. By applying such
attack with k linear independent a, the attacker can
recover x using Gaussian elimination.

2.2 Learning Parity with Noise Problem

It is straightforward that HB protocol is secure only
if an eavesdropper observing messages exchanged be-
tween H and C has a negligible chance of impersonat-
ing T . More specifically, an eavesdropper A obtains r
pairs of (a, z) and tries to deduce a k-bit number x′

such that using x′ to carry out HB protocol, A would
get accepted by C. Let M be a r × k binary matrix
such that each row of M is a k-bit challenge a sent
by C. Let us view x′ as a column vector of dimension
k and r responses z observed by A as vector z. Then
(M·x′)⊕z = v where v is a column vector of dimension
r. It is easy to see that each ‘1’ bit in v corresponds
to one incorrect response checked by C. In order to be
accepted by C, the Hamming weight of v, denoted as
| v | has to be less than or equal to ηr. The problem of
finding such x′ is called Learning Parity in the Presence
of Noise problem (LPN). However, as noted by Katz
and Shin in [24], finding x′ is essentially equivalent to
finding x itself. We now formally define LPN problem
as follows.

Definition (LPN Problem). Let M be a random r×
k binary matrix. Let η ∈ (0, 1

2 ) be a noise factor
and v = (v0, v1, · · · , vr−1)

T be a noise vector of r
dimensions whose each member is generated indepen-
dently according to noise factor η, i.e., Pr(vi = 1) = η.
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Choose a random k-bit secret x and compute vector
z = (M · x)⊕ v. Given only M, z and η, compute x.

The LPN problem has been extensively studied in
several research works including [8, 10, 12, 14]. Those
results show that LPN problem is very likely an in-
tractable problem. To solve LPN problem as defined
above, the best known algorithm by Blum et al. has

sub-exponential complexity of 2O( k
log k ). Hopper and

Blum even conjectured that there is no polynomial al-
gorithm to solve LPN problem with randomly chosen
instance (M, z, η). The latest hardness result of LPN
problem is due to Regev [23], and Katz and Shin [24].
They showed that if LPN problem is hard, a k-bit string
(a, (a · x)⊕ v) is indistinguishable from a true random
k-bit string. In fact, Katz and Shin used this result to
give more elegant security proofs of HB protocol family
than ones provided by Juels and Weis. We are going
to use their technique in the analysis of our proposed
protocol.

2.3 HB+ Authentication Protocol

In the HB+ protocol, a RFID tag (denoted as T )
plays a role as a human and a RFID reader (denoted
as R) plays a role as a machine. Comparing to HB pro-
tocol, T and R share an additional k-bit secret y. To
prevent a malicious reader from extracting the secrets
stored in tag’s memory, T first selects a random k-bit
blinding factor and sends it to R. This blinding factor
can effectively eliminate the threat of losing tag’s se-
cret to malicious readers. The detail of HB+ protocol
is given in Fig. 2.

Juels and Weis have proved that breaking security
of HB+ protocol can be reduced to that of HB proto-
col [21]. Subsequently, they induced a similar reduc-
tion from HB+ attack to solving LPN problem. All
of proofs by Juels and Weis assume that the protocols
are carried out in sequential manner. Fortunately, in
[24], Katz and Shin further assures the security of HB
and HB+ protocols by proving that they remain secure
under parallel execution of the corresponding basic pro-
tocols. This result also implies performance advantage
as concurrently executing HB and HB+ basic protocols
without sacrificing security makes it possible to run HB
and HB+ in 2 and 3 rounds, respectively.

2.4 Man-in-the-middle Attack on HB+

In [22], Gilbert et al. presented a very efficient man-
in-the-middle attack which could allow an attacker to
discover the secret x and y. The attack requires an
attacker to intercept the challenge a sent by R and
replace it with a′ = a⊕ δ. T then innocently computes
the response z using a′. We have: z = (a′ ·x)⊕ (b ·y)⊕
v = ((a⊕δ) ·x)⊕ (b ·y)⊕v = (δ ·x)⊕ (a ·x)⊕ (b ·y)⊕v.

The attacker uses the same δ for r different challenges
in one session of the protocol. And ifR accepts T , with
high probability, δ · x = 0 since δ does not change the
value of the correct response z = (a · x) ⊕ (b · y) ⊕ v.
Otherwise, it is likely that δ · x = 1. By collecting k
linear independent δ, the attacker can discover x using
Gaussian elimination.

Tag(x, y, η) Reader(x, y, η)
v ← Berη

b ∈R {0, 1}k b−−−→
a←−−− a ∈R {0, 1}k

z = (a · x)⊕ (b · y)⊕ v z−−−→
Verify z = (a · x)⊕ (b · y)

Figure 2: Basic protocol of HB+ protocol

3 Our Proposed Protocol

Key Idea. We now present our variant of HB+ pro-
tocol (denoted as HB*) which can resist against man-
in-the middle attacks including GRS attack. We ob-
serve that in the HB+ protocol, the response z is always
computed by associating the secrets x and y with the
challenge a and the blinding factor b, respectively. This
partly helps the GRS attack because an attacker knows
that his modified challenge a′ will be counted with re-
spect to x. Note that, in terms of security, there is no
distinction between the roles of x and y. Therefore,
we think that it is possible to eliminate GRS attack by
randomly swapping the roles of x and y when comput-
ing the response z. Furthermore, both the tag and the
reader should fairly involve in such process so that if
either party acts maliciously, security of the protocol
will not be compromised. However, we do not want to
use special cryptographic primitives like block cipher
to achieve our goal. The reason is that it is desireable
to preserve the efficiency of HB+ and base security of
HB∗ solely on the LPN problem.
Construction.. In the new protocol, there are 4

k-bit secrets, x, y, r and t shared by the tag and the
reader. The new secrets r and t will be used to securely
communicate 2 bits between the tag and the reader.
The key idea is to embed a bit γ into a pair (a,w) where
a is a random k-bit number and w = (a · s) ⊕ γ. If γ
is generated at a fixed probability, then a collection of
(a,w) form an instance of the LPN problem. Under the
assumption that the LPN problem is computationally
hard, the pair (a,w) appears as a random (k + 1)-bit
string [24]. Therefore, γ can be securely communicated
via (a,w). A detail description of the basic protocol of
HB∗ is given in Fig. 3.
In the basic authentication protocol of HB*, the role

of x and y are swapped according to γ and γ′ sent by
the tag and the reader, respectively. Unlike the HB+

protocol, T is accepted after r rounds of the basic au-
thentication protocols only if all of r responses are cor-
rectly verified. This is because we no longer need to
apply noise to the response z as the change in how z
is computed for each basic protocol round already does
the job. This property is called perfect completeness
and is another advantage of HB* comparing to HB+

and HB. In case of HB+, even though a genuine RFID
tag follows the protocol properly, there is still a chance
it is not accepted by the RFID reader. This is clearly
not desirable in practical applications. Another big
difference between HB∗ and HB+ is that the basic au-
thentication protocol of HB* is only a 2-round protocol.
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Tag(x, y, r, t) Reader(x, y, r, t)

γ ∈R {0, 1}
a ∈R {0, 1}k

a,w
←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

w = (a · r)⊕ γ

γ′ ∈R {0, 1}
b ∈R {0, 1}k
w′ = (b · t)⊕ γ′

If γ′ = (a · r)⊕ w
z = (a · x)⊕ (b · y)

Otherwise,
z = (b · x)⊕ (a · y) b, w′, z

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
If γ = (b · t)⊕ w′,

verify z = (a · x)⊕ (b · y)
Otherwise,

verify z = (b · x)⊕ (a · y)

Figure 3: Basic authentication protocol of HB∗

In fact, the basic authentication protocol of HB+ can
also be 2-round by allowing the tag to send the blind-
ing factor b together with the response z. However, the
security proof provided by Juels and Weis requires that
the blinding factor b must be sent before the challenge
a. Note that, in HB*, the two noise values γ and γ′ are
chosen at random. Therefore, (a,w) and (b, w′) form
two instances of the LPN problem with the noise factor
1
2 . As the LPN problem is most intractable with true
random noise, HB* is immune against new algorithms
to solve instances of the LPN problem with small noise
factor. We can also consider other variants of the LPN
problem which are possibly harder than the one defined
in Section 2.2. For example, it is possible to use the
noise factor as a secret or a variable value in HB*.

4 Concluding remark

In this paper, we have presented HB* protocol, an
augmented version of HB+ protocol which can pre-
vent the man-in-the-middle attack described in [22].
Our protocol can be seen as a combination of two in-
stances of the HB and HB+ protocols. Comparing with
the HB+ protocol, our protocol requires one more ad-
ditional secret, two more binary inner product com-
putation and one more bit to transfer by the reader.
Therefore, HB∗ can still be useful for tightly resource-
constrained devices like RFID tags and sensor nodes.

There are several interesting open questions related
to HB protocol family, The first problem noted in [24]
is to tighten the security reduction from the HB proto-
col family to the LPN problem. In addition, removing
the limitations of imperfect completeness in the HB
family would be greatly useful. Finally, we could see
that LPN is a fairly well understood hard problem and
further applications of LPN problem, especially in de-
signing lightweight cryptographic primitives, should be
explored.
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